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In 2016, the Laboratory of Ship Structures and Construction Diponegoro University organized a research group to
develop an alternative hullform for the tsunami lifeboat. The research group proposed a cone capsule shaped portable
tsunami lifeboat to support tsunami evacuation system, especially to give a portable protection facility that easily accessed by disable person, senior citizens and children.In order to fulfill the requirement that the lifeboat structure should
be able to withstand the impact load, the aimed of the study is focused on the performance of the drop impact test of
the developed portable tsunami lifeboat using numerical simulation.The tsunami lifeboat has to maintain its structural
integrity when dropped on 3m free fall height. The orientation configurations are considered for the numerical analysis
includes end drop, side drop and reversed drop. The explicit finite element with penalty method contact analysis is used
to evaluate the drop test performance.The results show that the maximum effective stress and plastic strain is found
in the side drop condition.It is indicated that the side structure is more vulnerable than the top and bottom structure.
The maximum absorbed rupture energy is occurred on the frame structure for reversed drop condition, however it is
transmitted effectively to all of the connected frames, outer-shell and inner-shell structures. According to the results of
simulation analysis, it can be concluded that the structure of the cone capsule tsunami lifeboat is reliable to withstand
the severe load during the tsunami disaster.
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INTRODUCTION
The Sumatra-Andaman Islands Earthquake on December 26, 2004 devastated the North Banda Aceh Coast
of the Aceh regionand the surrounding area with the
associated massive tsunami. The lessons learned from
the tsunami disaster prompted Indonesia National Board
for Disaster Management to present guideline that the
mitigation management within tsunami disaster should
be improved such as the development of tsunami early
warning system and the improvement of an access to the
tsunami shelter. Meanwhile the Japan Central Disaster
Prevention Council has revealed a guideline in September 2011 that a safe place of refuge can be reached within about five minutes by foot, [1]. Therefore, the tsunami
shelters and any other protection facilities should be built
to reinforce the evacuation measures to help residents
escape to a safe place and save their lives when tsunami
disaster strikes. Accordingly, the current mitigation tsunami disaster facilities must be expanded into the comprehensive mitigation services by developing alternative
human life protection facilities.
Based on the condition, in 2016, the Laboratory of Ship
Structures Diponegoro University organized a research
group to develop an alternative hullform for the tsunami
lifeboat. The research group proposed a cone capsule
shaped portable tsunami lifeboat, [2], to support tsunami evacuation system since the basic performance of
the shipboard lifeboat is ideal for escaping from a tsunami by floating, especially to give a portable protection
ahmadfzakki@yahoo.com

facility that easily access by disable person, senior citizens, baby and children.
The requirement of the proposed design of tsunami lifeboat is determined to fulfill the LSA Code which is include
self-righting design, unsinkability when flooded and resistance to impact load, [3]. In the case of the resistance
to impact load, the lifeboat structure should be able to
withstand the lateral impact against the ship’s side wall
at an impact velocity of 3.5 m/s, as well as the drop into
water from a height of 3 m without supporting damage
that will interrupt its functionality. The additional reinforcement and improvement of the ability to withstand
the possible load by tsunami disaster has been given to
the proposed tsunami lifeboat. Some advantages have
been offered by the portable tsunami lifeboat such as
inexpensive cost compared to the other shelter (tsunami
towers, tsunami evacuation building, etc.), high flexibility
of choice for placement, andimprove the availability level
for protection facilities.
In recent years, there have been improvements and developments in design and analyses of lifeboats as lifesaving appliances. Such work began with the mathematical
equations formulation of water entryphase on the freefall
lifeboat launching using the theories of hydrodynamics,
[4], [5]. This was followed by Arai, [6], who provided a
mathematical model where impact was evaluated on the
concept of a momentum theory, and then Arai introduce
the concept to evaluate the acceleration response of the
free-fall lifeboat and apply it to assess the seat orientation for the occupants, [7]. Khon
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doker,[8], studied the effect of guide rail on the launching
motion of free-fall lifeboat. In the other study, Khondoker
compare the launching behavior of free-fall lifeboat using
skid and hook,[9]. The influence of falling height and
skid angle on the free-fall lifeboat launching behavior in
regular waves has been investigated by Karim, [10], [11].
Bae have study on the acceleration response of freefall
lifeboat using FSI Analysis,[12], [13].Shibata,[14], used
the moving particle semi-implicit to estimate the acceleration response of free-fall lifeboat at the water entry
stage. It was found that the reduction of the displacement increased the acceleration response. Zakki, [15]
presented fluid structure interaction analysis to develop
the hull form of free-fall lifeboat for the evacuation system on offshore platform.In the other study, Zakki investigate the launching parameter on the motion pattern of
freefall lifeboat using FSI Analysis,[16]. Guomin Ji, presented the structural integrity assessment of free fall lifeboat launched on the FPSO, [17]. Ringsberg, [18], has
investigated free-fall lifeboat structural response using
quasi response prediction methods.
In the case of design development of the tsunami evacuation protection system, in 2012, Brahman Industries
has developed a floating tsunami shelter known as
STATIM (Storm, Tornado and Tsunami Interconnected
Modules), [19]. The STATIM give resistant to the initial
forces of the acceleration shocks due to a severe tsunami disaster. The STATIM consist of many modular units
to create an adjustable length and capacity for application requirement. Alternatively, the “Noah capsule” was
developed by N.C.P. Corporation as a floating capsule
which is adopted the spherical geometry that provides a
strong external surface and elastic to strikes, [20]. Some
of works was made by modifying the lifeboat which is
mounted on the large vessel. Ishikawajima-Harima Corp
(IHI Corp), [21],Tsuneishi facilities and craft co. ltd, [22],
and Shigi Shipbuilding, [23] was developing a prototype
of Tsunami Lifeboat by providing the reinforcement and
improvement the strength of the lifeboat.
The results of previous research indicate that the
strength of lifesaving appliances structuresto withstand
the possible severe load during the disaster is an important factor for providing the protection in the evacu-

ation process.Accordingly the study focused on the performance of drop impact test of the developed portable
tsunami lifeboat by adopted the cone capsule geometry
using numerical simulation. The tsunami lifeboat has to
maintain its structural integrity when dropped on 3m free
fall height. The orientation configurations are considered
for the numerical analysis includes end drop, side drop
and reversed drop.
FORMULATION OF MULTI-BODY CONTACT PROBLEM USING PENALTY METHOD
Numerical simulations using finite element method
(FEM) was used to study the integrity of the structure
of tsunami lifeboat. 3m drop test is an impact problem
which is governed by multi-body contact algorithm. In the
finite element method, contact phenomena are interaction between the contacting bodieswhich is treated as a
change in boundary conditions. Therefore it is known as
the boundary nonlinearities problem. When two separate
bodies surface have a contact, they become a contact
pair. The forces are transferred based on the physical
laws by considering the mechanical properties of the interacting bodies. The interacting bodies are represented
by limiting surface and lines of the segments.
The first step to solve the contact problem using FEM
is to determine the contact region and the penetrated
and penetrating bodies are defined by the user. Then
the range within which the program seeks for the contact
pairs which is known as a contact tolerance is defined.
The maximum distance of nodes detection is determined
according to the size of the largest master segment.
The first stage of the contact problem solving which is
known as kinematics of contact pair is completed since
the determination of contact pair is finished. Forces and
stresses are generated in the next stage of the calculation procedures.
There are two types of contact algorithms. The first is a
node to segment contact algorithm. In the first contact
type the penetrated body is described using surfaces
which are created by the edge nodes. The surfaces also
divide the surface of the body into a subareas multitude.
Secondly, the contact kinematic algorithm is defined as

Figure 1: Node to surface contact and segment to segment contact, [24]
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(2)
Where n̅ is the normal vector to the master surface Γ(2) at the
point x̅ . The normal vector at the point x̅ can be defined as
(3)

Figure 2: Geometry of three dimensional nodes to surface contact element, [25]
a segment to segment scheme. The representation of
the two contact algorithm scheme can be seen in the
Fig.1. The defined two different surfaces (master and
slave surface) are important, since the nodes which are
considered in the contact analysis should be determined.
During the calculation process, the distance between
surfaces is checked. If the distance smaller than the tolerance number, the contact point and contact force is
selected. Contact point selection starts from which adjacent nodes to the node that exceeds the tolerance number is determined. Two bodies are considered as penetrating body (slave) B(1) and penetrated body (master)
B(2).The contact surface of the body B(i) is denoted as Γ(i).
the contact surface Γ(i) is the part of the body B(i) which is
all material points where contact may occur at any time t
are included, Fig. 2. Using the defined notation,the contact surface is denoted as Γ(1) and Γ(2) for the slave and
master slave, respectively. The condition which must be
fulfilled is that the master surface could not be penetrated by the slave nodes.
The projection point (x̅ ) of the current position of the
slave node (xk) on the current position of the master surface (Γ(2)) can be defined as:
(1)

The gap formulation on the equation (2) gives the criteria for the contact penetration condition such as: gn=0
for perfect contact, gn > 0 for no contact and gn < 0 for
penetration.
The equations which are presented above have defined
the kinematics of contact phenomena in the case of there
is no friction between the slave and the master surface.
Therefore in the case of friction is considered, the relative tangential displacement should be included.
According to the no sliding problem, to determine the
forces that are acting as contact force between the interacting elements, the penalty function method is adopted. In the penalty method, the normal force depends
on the penetration and the contact stiffness in the given
time step. The pseudo one dimensional spring elements
are defined as well as the contact stiffness. Therefore if
the slave node (penetrating body) penetrates trough the
master surface (penetrated body), the contact force is
generated proportionally to the penetration depth to push
back the penetrating node.
Fn= gn · k

(4)

where Fn is normal force vector, gn is penetration depth
and k is contact stiffness/scaling factor. The magnitude of the contact force Fn is estimated by including the work done which is described in the equation
of the principle of virtual work which can be written as
(5), where, Ω and ρ are the volume and density of the
body (α). σi,j(α) is the stress tensor and δεi,j(α) is the virtual strain tensor. ui(α), üi(α) and δui(α) are the displacement, the acceleration and the virtual displacement tensor in the fixed coordinates respectively.Fi(α) is a body
force tensor. Pi(α) is a traction tensor. Γ is the area on
which Pi(α) is acting. Cc is contact contribution. Contact
contribution for the penalty method is formulated as
(6)

Where
are the tangential base vectors at the
point. From the defined projection point, it might be determined the distance between the slave nodes and the master
surface. The normal gap and penetration (gn) of the slave
nodes to the master surface can be formulated as follow:

where, δgN and δgT are the variations of normal gap and
tangential displacement. εN is the normal penalty parameter. tT is tangential stress vector for frictional slip.

(5)
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Since the damping effect is neglected, the governing equation of motion in matrices form of the
discretized body using finite element method is
(7)

sis is adopted for the numerical calculation. In the explicit
analysis, the central difference time integration method
is used. The critical parameter to have the convergence
solution in the explicit analysis is the time step. The critical limit of the time step can be determined as follow
(8)

where, [M] is mass matrix, [K] is stiffness matrix, [KTN ]
is contact stiffness, {F} is external force, {FN } is contact
force,{ẍ} and {x} are the nodal vector of acceleration and
acceleration respectively. Since the problem characteristics are non-linear and time dependent, the explicit analy-

where hmin is the smallest element length, c is the courant
number, E and ρ are young modulus and material density respectively.

Figure 3: The principal dimensions and structure members of the cone capsule tsunami lifeboat

Figure 4: The tsunami lifeboat FE model: [a] Outer-shell model; [b] Inner-shell
model and [c] Frame and bottom structure model
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION MODELING
Description of finite elements and material
modeling
The development of the cone capsule shaped tsunami
lifeboat started with determining the principal dimension
of the lifeboat. The principal dimensions are the lifeboat
diameter, the height of the lifeboat and the draught of
the lifeboat. According to the previous study, the tsunami
lifeboat principal dimension and the geometry parameterwere determined as seen on the Fig. 3, [2].
The drop test simulation was conducted using a finite
element model to determine the strength of the structure of the cone capsule shaped tsunami lifeboat. Finite
element model of the lifeboat is carried out using LSPrepost for the pre/post-processing and LS-DYNA contact algorithm was adopted for the numerical processing. All the structure components wereformulated using
Belytschko-Tsay elements with an elasto-plastic material
and the defined arbitrary stress versus strain curve and
arbitrary strain rate dependency. In the selected material
model, the failure based on a plastic strain and the minimum time stepsize also can be defined.Each node of
model elements has six degrees of freedom, therefore
the translations, rotations and stresses response is automatically described. The developed finite element model
consists of 8 parts for the tsunami lifeboat structures, 1
part for the rigid floor, 32890 shell elements, and 30141

numbers of nodes can be seen on the Fig. 4.
The high rate of loading characteristics might be comprised on the drop test problem of the tsunami lifeboat.
Therefore the material model should be able to represent
the material behavior under the high strain rate loading.
There are several models which are able to model composite materials such as the glass fiber reinforced plastics. Although these material models able to define the
orthotropic properties for laminated layers of fiberglass,
however the material models is not sufficiently appropriate to support the strain rate effects on the case of dynamics behavior, [26], [27].According to the requirement
that the strain rate effects should be able to be defined
manually, the selected material model is MAT_PLASTICITY_POLYMER (or MAT 89) card. Although MAT 89
material card is an isotropic material model, in the case
of high strain rate phenomena, Tanapornraweekitet. al.,
[26], declare that the strain rate effects is significantly
influence the numerical analysis to have an accurate
results than modeling the orthotropic properties of laminated sheet. Therefore an assumption was provided
that the adopted GFRP material was arranged to have
similar properties as isotropic material.The formula that
represents the strain rate effects of the glass reinforced
plastics can be seen on the Table 1. Moreover the mechanical properties of glass reinforced plastics in the
static environment are determinedfrom the experimental
data can be seen on the Table 2.

Table 1: The strain rate behavior of the glass fiber reinforced plastics in dynamic environment
Strain rate (per second)

Dynamic elastic modulus, Ed (GPa)

ε< 0.01

Ed= Es

0.01 ≤ ε≤ 200

Ed= Es+1.055 log ε +2.11

200 ≤ ε≤ 1700

Ed= Es+13.969 log ε + 27.606

Strain rate (per second)

Dynamic tensile strength, σd (GPa)

ε< 0.01

σd= σs

0.01 ≤ ε≤ 90

Ed= Es+0.2797 log ε +2.11

90 ≤ ε≤ 1700

Ed= Es+0.6696 log ε + 27.606

Strain rate (per second)

Dynamic failure strain, ε_m^d

ε< 0.01

ε_m^d= ε_m^s

0.01 ≤ ε≤ 1700

ε_m^d= ε_m^s+0.005 log ε +0.01

Table 2: Mechanical properties of glass fiber reinforced plastics
GFRP mechanical properties
Longitudinal young modulus, Ex

65.38 (GPa)

Transverse young modulus, Ey

15.23 (GPa)

Longitudinal tensile strength, Xt

1.15 (GPa)

Transverse tensile strength, Yt

55 (MPa)

Longitudinal compressive strength, Xc

518 (MPa)

Transverse compressive strength, Yc

238 (MPa)
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Figure 5: The drop test configurations: bottom drop, side drop and reverse drop
Description of load and boundary conditions
The configurations of drop condition is considered namely bottom drop, side drop and reversed drop for the performance evaluation of 3m drop test of the cone capsule shaped tsunami lifeboat, see Fig. 5. The rigid floor
is determined as the drop target which is defined as a
rigid body with MAT_RIGID card. The edge of the rigid
floor is constrained with the fixed support as the boundary conditions. The load condition is defined as the initial

velocity of 7.672 m/s which is equivalent to the 3m freefall height velocity before crash with the rigid floor. The
given load as an initial velocity may reduce the computation time, since the numerical calculations do not have
to compute the simulation of free-fall phase. Furthermore
the running simulation is determined to capture the crash
event within 80ms. The penalty contact method is adopted using CONTACT_NODES_TO_SURFACE card with
no sliding contact option is selected for the contact definition of the tsunami lifeboat and rigid floor.

Figure 6: Deformation of outer-shell and frame structure on the bottom drop condition

Figure 7: Effective stress (Von Mises) of outer-shell and frame structure on the bottom drop condition
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Figure 8: Plastic Strain of outer-shell and frame structure on the bottom drop condition
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The cone capsule tsunami lifeboat structural response
under 3m drop test for three different drop type configurations was simulated using post-processing software.
The integrity of the lifeboat structure was analyzed and
investigated considering the various parameters which
is includes the effective stress (Von-Mises stress), the
structure deformation, loss of watertight integrity and the
rupture energy which is absorbed by the structure members.

The maximum effective stress obtained on the outer
shell of tsunami lifeboat is 458 MPa, see Fig. 7. The outer-shell provides a watertight boundary which encloses
the cabin. The bottom part failure of the outer shell can
cause the leakage of tsunami lifeboat hull which may influence the stability performance. However the simulation result shows that the maximum effective stress is
lower than the ultimate strength of the selected material.
The plastic strain is observed at the bottom deflected
part as the lifeboat undergoes impact phase, see Fig. 8.
The maximum plastic strain of the bottom part is estimated to be 12.55%. The maximum deformation is 67.94mm
which is equivalent to 13.58% the height of lifeboat double bottom, see Fig.6. It may be noted that height of the
double bottom is the distance between bottom plates
with the tank top that is required to reduce the risk of
compartment flood due to grounding incident. The large
displacement of the bottom plate and the tank top due to
the impact load may cause plastic deformations which
influence the integrity of the lifeboat structure.
Structural response of the Side-drop Condition

Figure 9: The rupture energy of structure parts on
the bottom drop
Structural response of the Bottom-drop Condition
The simulation result of structure deformation of cone
capsule tsunami lifeboat after bottom drop test condition
is shown in Fig. 6. It can be identified that the bottom
plate of the outer shell is deformed and the bottom girderhave buckled. The rupture energy which is absorbed
by the structural parts of the tsunami lifeboat is presented in the Fig. 9. It might be seen that the maximum rupture energy is absorbed by the outer shell, regarding the
purpose of the outer shell for which this is provided.
Journal of Applied Engineering Science Vol. 17, No. 2, 2019
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The analysis of side drop is required in order to study
the collision the tsunami lifeboat with any kind of wall
shaped object. However the rigid wall was considered
as the struck object of the drop test simulation. According to the result of the numerical simulation it can be
seen that the side part of the outer shell structure has
deflected due to collision with the rigid wall. The frame
and the bilge strake are deformed and the tank top is
buckled, see Fig. 10. The absorbed of the collision energy can be seen on the Fig. 14. The maximum collision
energy is absorbed by the side part of the outer shell
and the tank top of the tsunami lifeboat, and it can be
explained since the structural part is located on the vicinity of the impact. In the side drop condition the maximum effective stress is shown on the side frame of the
tsunami lifeboat. The stress distribution of the tsunami
lifeboat under the side drop can be seen on the Fig. 11.
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Figure 10: Plastic Strain of outer-shell and frame structure on the bottom drop condition

Figure 11: Effective stress (Von Mises) of inner-shell and frame structure on the side drop condition

Figure 12: Plastic Strain of outer-shell and frame structure on the side drop condition
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Figure 13: Plastic Strain of outer-shell and frame structure on the side drop condition
Structural response of the Side-drop Condition

Figure 14: The rupture energy of structure parts on the
side drop
It is also obtained that the stress in the inner shell is occurred, since the structure is deflected because of the
pressure which is caused by the bended side frame. The
effective stress in the inner shell is 438.2 MPa, and the
maximum effective stress of 576MPa was obtained on
the frame. Although the occurred effective stress is relatively large, however the structure members are still able
to maintain the structure integrity.
In the case of plastic strain, the simulation result shows
that the plastic strain is observed on the deformed side
wall structure. The maximum plastic strain is 19.68%
which can be obtained on the side frame component,
see Fig. 12. Although the deformation is started at the
bilge part, however the side frame creates a rigid connection on the side wall. Therefore the stress is concentrated on the frame structure that caused plastic bended
deformation. Instead of the outer shell and side frame,
the plastic strain also obtained in the inner shell and the
buckled tank top. The plastic strain in the inner shell and
the buckled tank top are 11.58% and 18.02% respectively, Fig 13.
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The final configuration of the drop test is a reversed drop
condition. The reverse drop condition represented the
strength of the lifeboat structure due to the impact load
induced by any object that strikes the top of the cone
capsule of the tsunami lifeboat. The gross deformation of
the tsunami lifeboat might be seen on the Fig. 15. The top
parts of the lifeboat structure are deformed. According to
the simulation results, the top structures have structure
integrity better than the side and bottom structures. The
interconnected frames are produced significant stiffness
to the outer-shell and inner-shell structures. Therefore
the deformation occurred is smaller than the deformation
on the bottom-drop and side-drop conditions. The maximum rupture energy is absorbed by the frames structure,
see Fig. 18. Relating to the absorbed rupture energy
graphs, it is indicated that the frames give an effective
strength to withstand the impact load on the top part of
the lifeboat.
The stress distribution during the reverse-drop condition has shown in the Fig. 16. The cone geometry of the
top part has concentrated the impact load to the peak
point of the outer-shell.However the concentrated impact
load had been absorbed and distributed effectively to
the inner-shell by the interconnected frames. Therefore
the interconnected frames maximum effective stress is
obtained of 563 MPa. The maximum effective stress of
outer-shell and inner-shell are 513 MPa and 360 MPa,
respectively. According to the obtained maximum effective stress, it might be explain that the structures failure
do not occurred and the structure integrity is maintained.
Fig. 17 has shown the plastic strain in the top part of the
lifeboat structure. The maximum plastic strain of 17.81%
is observed in the top region of the frame structure. The
plastic strain can be found also in the frame and inner shell
structure. The magnitudes of the plastic strain of the outer-shell and inner shell are15.25% and 7.8%, respectively.
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Figure 15: Deformation of outer-shell and frame structure on the reverse drop condition

Figure 16: Effective stress (Von Mises) of outer-shell and frame structure on the bottom drop condition

Figure 17: Plastic Strain of outer-shell and frame structure on the bottom drop condition
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Table 3: The summary of the 3m drop test results
Parameters

Bottom Drop

Side Drop

Reversed Drop

Maximum effective stress
(Von Mises Stress)

458 MPa

576 MPa

563 MPa

Maximum Deformation
(Z-Displacement)

67.94mm

59.34mm

4.42mm

176870 Joules
(on Outer-shell)

128080 Joules
(on Outer-shell)

209940 Joules
(on Frames)

12.55%

19.68%

17.81%

Not Occurred

Not Occurred

Not Occurred

Maximum absorbed
rupture energy
Maximum plastic strain
Watertight failure

Since the entire drop test conditions have been explained, the summary of the 3m drop test result could be
seen on the Table 3.

to all of the connected frames, outer-shell and inner-shell
structures.
According to the results of simulation analysis for the
3m drop test on the cone capsule tsunami lifeboat using
penalty contact method contact algorithm, the lifeboat
structure and watertight integrity is maintained for the entire drop test configuration. It can be concluded that the
structure of the cone capsule tsunami lifeboat is reliable
to withstand the severe load during the tsunami disaster.
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